
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Passport to Europe 

English 

 Novel as a theme – “Cool” by 

Michael Morpurgo 

 Non Chronological Reports 

Languages (French) 

 What is in a town or city? 

 Speak fluently and confidently 

Music  

 Listen with attention to a 

range of high quality live and 

recorded music, to detail and 

to internalise and recall 

sounds with increasing aural 

memory. 

 Practise, rehearse and present 

performances with an 

awareness of the audience. 

 

  

Computing 

 Use a variety of devices and software to select, 

playback and record voice and other sounds.   

 Locate and use sound files from online 

sources, e.g. Audio Networks, and other 

multimedia resources   

 Select, import and edit existing sound files in 

sound editing software, e.g. Audacity.  

 Use editing tools to refine and improve 

outcomes and performances.   

 Use recorded sound files in other software 

applications.  

Geography 

 Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the 
location of Russia).  

 Identify the position of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere. What is 
the physical geography like e.g. climate, landscape, rivers, mountains etc?  

 What distinctive features does the region have? 

Science  

 Identify how sounds are made, associating some of them with something vibrating.  

 Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear. 

 Find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the vibrations that produced it.  

 Recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source increases. 

 Know that sounds can be made in a variety of ways (pluck, bang, shake, blow) using a variety of things (instruments, 
everyday materials, body). 

 Know that sounds travel away from their source in all directions. 

 Know that vibrations may not always be visible to the naked eye. 
  

 

 

 

DT  

 To design a purse/wallet 

 Draw/sketch products to help analyse and understand how products 

are made. 

 Join fabrics using running stitch, over sewing, blanket stitch. 

 Prototype a product using J cloths. 

 Identify the strengths and weaknesses of their design ideas in 

relation to purpose/user. 

Maths 

 Measurement – e.g. ordering 

temperatures, calculating areas 

 Geometry – position shapes on a 

2D grid 

 Calculations – written 

multiplication and division 

  

PE  

 Cricket – with Steve Pemberton 

coaching 

 Swimming – to swim 25m in a 

variety of strokes 

 Tennis – to return a ball thrown 

to them with increasing 

accuracy using a tennis racquet 

 RE 
 Exploring Easter as a story of Betrayal and Trust 

 be able to identify and explain the significance of the incidents of betrayal and trust in the 
Easter story; 

 know the finer details of the Easter Story;  

 be using a developing religious vocabulary; 

  

 

Learning to Learn 
Relationships - When reminded, I 

change my behaviour to suit 

different roles and situations. 


